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BOSSA NOVA

By Sammy Nestico

1. \[ \begin{array}{c} \text{Bb} \\ \text{Unison} \end{array} \]

2. \[ \begin{array}{c} \text{Bb} \\ \text{Unison} \end{array} \]
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Vocal Sheet

Arranged by Sammi Nestico

Bossa Nova with Me

Words by Jim Houstoun

Music by Sammi Nestico

Please Say "Si, Si," Cla-yes measure the time

When you will be mine, all mine — Bossa Nova with Me

Don't fight romance — Let love have a real chance

Come Bossa Nova with me — We'll

Dance all night with violins in harmony — A Brasi-

Zilia night — With love's antiphony — Come Bossa Nova with me.

There's all Brazil to see — With my heart in my hand — The game is catch-as-catch can — Bossa Nova while I...
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HOLD YOU    PLEASE LET MY EYES BE-    HOLD YOU    AND WE'LL CAPTURE ALL BRA-
SIL - IA WHEN YOU BOS-SA NO-VA WITH ME    

D.S. al Coda

Coda